Date
Family Name
Given Name
Country you compete for
Gender
Are you also a citizen of a country other
than the one for which you are competing
in? If yes please provide details
Place of birth
Date of birth
Handedness
Languages spoken
Master eye
Nickname
Occupation
Education details
Club details
Coach details
Why did you begin your sport

31.01.2018
Evglevski
Sergei
Australia
Male
Yes, Belarus

Minsk, Belarus
15.10.1997
Right
English, Russian
Right
Serge
Student, part-time worker
University student
Yarra pistol club
Vladimir Galiabovitch
I saw what my mum had achieved in the sport
and it made me eager to try it
What are your pre-competition routines or listen to music and maybe dance a bit to get
rituals?
myself pumped
What is your most memorable sporting
winning the commonwealth games test event
achievement?
and receiving a silver medal at my second junior
World Cup
Who is you’re hero / idol, and why? Have My idols would have to be will smith and my
you ever met them?
mum. Will smiths attitude towards life is
amazing and my mums dedication and
enthusiasm is inspiring
Who has been the most influential person My parents would have to be the most
in your career and why?
influential because their involvement in shooting
is what brought me to where I am now. My
whole family lives around shooting
Do you have any hobbies away from your Going out, socialising, following other sports,
sport?
table tennis
What is your sporting ambition?
To reach the pinnacle of this sport, which is to
win the Olympic gold medal
What is an interesting fact about yourself, Even though my mum has been shooting for
either involved or not involved with
over 30 years, and my dad is a professional
shooting?
pistol coach and a gun smith for beretta, I know
nothing about guns
Do you have any relative that have
My mum has achieved a bronze medal in the
achieved a high level in their chosen
Olympics, has been to every Olympics since
sport?
1996 and has received many commonwealth
and World Cup gold medals

